
We take your family’s security to heart.

Concord



Safeguard your family with Concord 

The bad news is that burglary, fire and violence remain a threat to any homeowner. The good news

is that there’s an affordable, reliable way to help keep your home, family and valuables safe. 

A Concord security system watches over your home 24 hours a day, guarding against intrusion, fire,

carbon monoxide and even furnace breakdowns.

Its easy expandability makes Concord unique—and ideal for any family. Customizing a security system

is as easy as ordering from a menu, and you have a lot to choose from. It starts out as a basic, economical

security system. Then you can add advanced performance and special options to design the perfect

system for your needs and budget.

Don’t compromise your individual safety needs with a system that doesn’t fit. Let us tailor a Concord

system that gives you peace of mind, knowing that you have the most security system for your money.

Security on call The optional phone 

interface module offers extra convenience. 

You can control your system with any touch-

tone phone—including your cellular phone—

at home or anywhere in the world. And in 

an emergency, any touchtone phone can 

be a panic button.

You can also check to see if everything is OK

while away from home. A simple phone call

gives you a complete status report.

The voice of security Unique voice circuitry

gives Concord the ability to communicate crucial

information. The voice reassures you when you

arm the system correctly and alerts you if you

don’t. In an emergency, the voice tells you the

nature and location of the alarm, so you know

exactly how to react.

Light up your world Concord’s optional light

control adds even more security and convenience.

Automatic control You’ll never have to fumble

around in the dark again. Lights can come on

in an emergency, illuminating your way to safety.

Lights can come on automatically when you

enter your home. Yard and garage lights can

come on, too.

One-touch control You can control individual

lights at the touch of a button and flash lights

to help scare away an intruder. 

No-touch convenience It’s simple to 

create schedules which turn lights on and off

automatically. Sensor-activated lights can even

come on automatically when you walk into 

a room.
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Are you as secure 
as you could be?

Security and Life Safety



Emergency Alarms send a panic 
signal to the proper authorities. Sirens
sound and help is summoned. 

Quick Exit Grab the newspaper
or let the dog out. You don’t have
to disarm the system.

Smoke Detectors are
monitored and remain
active 24 hours a day.

Carbon Monoxide
Detectors sense 
hazardous levels of 
carbon monoxide gas.Door and Window Sensors

detect the opening of doors 
and windows.

Recessed Door/Window Sensors
are completely hidden. Perfect for
entries and living areas.

Motion Sensors
cover strategic areas 
inside your house, backing 
up the perimeter sensors 
with added defense.

Put together your personal security

system Concord is a sophisticated system

that blankets your home in security. Sensors

provide advance warning of any threat to your

family’s safety.

Doors and windows and extra defense

Every door and window can be protected with

an advanced sensor. Special sensors detect

shattering glass and splintering wood.

Motion sensors offer a strong second line of

defense, detecting the body heat of an intruder.

Motion sensors are available that allow pets to

move freely without setting off an alarm.

Fire safety Smoke and heat sensors sound 

the alarm at the first sign of fire, giving you plenty

of time to escape. With the lighting control option,

Concord can also turn on lights when the alarm

sounds, illuminating your way to safety.

Options to extend your security

Carbon monoxide sensors alert you to dangerous

levels of this odorless, silent killer. Other home

environment sensors can warn you of furnace

failure and flooded basements.

LCD Touchpad

GE Concord security system

Concord is flexible and easy to use

• Activate some of your sensors or all of them. You always 

have a choice.

• Turn your system on or off with one touch of your wireless 

keychain touchpad. No codes to remember—or to forget!

• The system can give you voice feedback so you know it's 

set the way you want it. 

• Set the system to page you in an emergency, for instant 

notification when you're away.

• When you want to know whether your system is working 

properly, hit the status button and it will give you a report. 

The GE Concord security system monitors your home 24 hours a day, providing advance warning of 

any threat to your family’s safety. When a sensor detects an emergency, the signal goes out immediately

to the central monitoring station, which sends proper authorities rushing to the scene.

Wireless Touchpads
put you in control with 
no codes to remember.

Environmental Sensors
can warn you of furnace failure
and flooded basements.



More choices for even more peace of mind.
Here are some great ways to get maximum performance from your Concord system.

You can have the system page you

Concord can send a numeric page to report 

on any security event. This feature is especially

valuable for working parents. Concord can page

you when children arrive home safely and disarm

the system. It can also send a page if children

haven’t arrived home by their scheduled time.

Monitor the ins and outs  A chime can sound

when a door is opened, so you always know

when someone enters or exits your home.

Watch over separate areas Concord’s 

two-partition feature lets you monitor special

areas such as a home office, tool shed or

guesthouse. You have the flexibility of a single

security system that operates like two systems.

You can also set the system one way for

upstairs and one way for downstairs. 

Convenient system control for any budget

Choose from a low-cost touchpad or an advanced

alphanumeric model. You can even operate the

system conveniently with a handheld portable

keychain touchpad or remote touchpad.

Instant communication in an emergency

Audio verification lets the central monitoring

station talk directly to you when an alarm occurs.

They’ll verify it’s a real alarm to prevent false

police dispatch. If it’s a real alarm, help is on

the way. Audio verification can also be a lifesaver

for people with health concerns.

Save energy and money Concord can set 

your thermostat to control heating and air

conditioning while you’re away — and at

night when you sleep. It can cut energy 

bills by 10 to 20%.

Security For Life

You'll never worry that your security system isn’t right for you. Concord gives

you the exact security you need today. And if requirements change in the

future, it’s easy and economical to modify your system.

Your family deserves the best protection you can give it. Concord is your 

best solution. You can tailor it to match your precise security and life safety

needs. Then you can rest easy because Concord is watching over your home,

family and possessions 24 hours a day.
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